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Between Reform and Stability: A Comparative 
Study on Odo Marquard’s and Jürgen Habermas’s 
Social Theory
Hiraku IZUMI
Although O. Marquard (born 1928) and J. Habermas (born 1929) are the 
representative conservative and critical Intellectuals of the present Germany, 
they seem to have overlapping points in their social theories. This paper will make 
the similarity and difference of these two figures clear in paying attention to their 
generational feature (‘the skeptical generation’).
‘The skeptical generation’ was used by H. Schelsky to show the characteristics of 
persons who had been born in 1920’s and 30’s and experienced with the radical value 
change after the WW2. This generation tends to be skeptic to any Ideal. Marquard 
and Habermas seem to be both typical figure of this ‘skeptical generation’ and have 
commonly taken distance to the total refusal of the status quo by the so-called ‘68ers’.
Marquard objected for the ‘68ers’ refusal thinking strongly and accepted the 
stability thinking from Leibniz to Gehlen and Ritter which stressesed the importance 
of  harmonization and social stability. It can be said that Marquard criticized the 
refusal thinking from external point of view. On the contrary Habermas took an 
inherent criticism to the ‘68ers’ refusal thinking.
